The task group (TG) for quality assurance for robotic radiosurgery was formed by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine's Science Council under the direction of the Radiation Therapy Committee and the Quality Assurance (QA) Subcommittee. The task group (TG-135) had three main charges: (1) To make recommendations on a code of practice for Robotic Radiosurgery QA; (2) To make recommendations on quality assurance and dosimetric verification techniques, especially in regard to real-time respiratory motion tracking software; (3) To make recommendations on issues which require further research and development. This report provides a general functional overview of the only clinically implemented robotic radiosurgery device, the CyberKnife V R . This report includes sections on device components and their individual component QA recommendations, followed by a section on the QA requirements for integrated systems. Examples of checklists for daily, monthly, annual, and upgrade QA are given as guidance for medical physicists. Areas in which QA procedures are still under development are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fundamental to stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is the accurate placement of the intended radiation dose. Small errors in the placement of radiation dose from individual beams or beamlets can result in inaccurate estimates of accumulated dose as well as inaccurate estimates of the steepness and location of the high dose gradient regions that may be designed to protect adjacent critical structures and organs at risk. The Accuray CyberKnife V R Robotic Radiosurgery system 1-3 is at the time of publication the only robotic radiosurgery device in clinical use. It consists of a compact x-band linear accelerator mounted on an industrial robotic manipulator arm. The manipulator arm is configured to direct the radiation beams to the region of beam intersection of two orthogonal x-ray imaging systems integrated to provide image guidance for the treatment process. The patient under treatment is positioned on an automated robotic couch such that the target to be treated is located within this radiation beam accessible region. The movements of the robotic manipulator arm and the robotic patient support assembly are under the direct control of a computer system that is in turn controlled by the radiation therapist (during patient treatments) or the medical physicist (for quality assurance measurement purposes).
The treatment planning system for the CyberKnife V R is device-specific. It is an inverse planning system which uses linear optimization to optimize the beam angle and beam monitor units (MU). The user selects the preconfigured treatment path, collimator size, dose calculation algorithm (raytracing or Monte Carlo), and sets the dose constraints.
While most CyberKnife V R treatments are nonisocentric, there is a reference point in the room which serves as the origin for several coordinate systems used within the CyberKnife V R application, and to which the robot and imaging calibration is defined. This point in space is defined by an "isocrystal" which is mechanically mounted on the "isopost." In this report, this point in space is defined as the "geometric isocenter." It must not be confused with the "treatment isocenter," which refers to an isocentric treatment to a target which may be located at a distance from the geometric isocenter. While a small fraction of CyberKnife V R treatments are either isocentric or an overlay of isocentric shots of different collimator sizes, the majority of treatments are "nonisocentric." This means that beams are pointing away from the geometric isocenter to create highly irregular target shapes that can contain surface concavities.
This document will cover the aspects of the CyberKnife V R system that were well established at the time this report went to review, and therefore excludes devices or software which had a very limited user base (e.g., IRIS TM collimator, Monte-Carlo dose calculation, InTempo V C , and external physician workstations).
This report aims to define standards for an institutional quality assurance (QA) protocol for robotic radiosurgery. Efficacy and efficiency are key considerations in our process of developing the QA methodology. This report intends to give guidelines on setting up a comprehensive quality assurance (QA) program for robotic radiosurgery systems to complement the vendor guidelines. Acceptance testing and commissioning are outside the scope of this report; this report focuses on routine QA after commissioning and serves as a supplement to TG 142. 4 Each institution should develop a comprehensive QA program for their robotic radiosurgery program that is customized to the unique nature of this treatment delivery system. It is incumbent upon the physicist to develop and implement such a program, based on how the equipment is to be used. In this task, he/she should refer to professional guidelines such as this document, manufacturer's recommendations, and the experience of other users. Any program must minimally meet state and federal regulatory requirements.
In the following sections of this report, the words shall and must are italicized to emphasize that they are being used in the special sense conveyed by the definition given below.
• "Shall" and "must" are used when the activity is required by various regulatory agencies, or may be essential to meet currently accepted standards.
• "Recommend" and "should" are used when the task group expects that the procedure should normally be followed as described. However, equivalent processes, criteria or methodologies may exist which can produce the same result.
I.A. Structure of report
This report is structured in five parts: an introduction, two major parts discussing QA, a summary section including QA checklists, and references. Section II is titled "QA for Individual System Components." Each of the subsystems (robot and room, accelerator, imaging subsystem, and software) will be described and QA recommendations developed. Section III is titled "QA for Integrated Systems." In this section we will discuss how the individual components are linked and describe the QA to check the various links between subsystems, leading to overall system QA. Section IV contains tabulated checklists for daily, monthly, and annual QA, as well as recommendations for special situations.
I.B. Record-keeping
In the current environment, technology is rapidly evolving. Hence, thorough quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) become an essential component in treating patients safely. With the arrival of new treatment techniques and modalities it is very important that the new procedures for QA tests and QC are well documented. Good recordkeeping 5 can increase work efficiency and reduce the risk of making errors for newly implemented QA tests. It will also make it easier to compare the test results to previous test results and ensures easy repeatability by multiple individuals, thus limiting the potential for errors.
For every QA test, there should be a written guideline which clearly defines the objective, lists the action levels for the test, and corrective action(s) to be taken when these levels are exceeded. The QA guideline should include all tests necessary to evaluate equipment safety, patient safety, and overall treatment accuracy. In addition, the guideline must also meet state, federal, and/or any other regulatory agency requirements. It is essential to keep either a handwritten record or electronic record in a well-organized file. This file will provide documentation for a site visit or a department audit, as well as educate new personnel to the status and service history of the equipment.
A good record allows another physicist to come into a clinic and completely understand what has been done previously and to recreate the tests performed. 6, 7 There should be a clear and concise description of each test. The results should be legible (if one is keeping paper copies) and should be compared to data which is clinically relevant. The comparison should clearly state if the result is or is not within the required criteria level. If it is outside the criteria level then it should clearly state what corrective action was taken, when, and by whom. Also, if the procedure has several different action levels (i.e., morning checks) it should clearly define each step and who should be notified at each of the different action levels. All documents should be dated and have a legible (if applicable, digital) signature of the person who completed the test. If a second check is made by another physicist then it should be clearly signed and dated by that physicist.
I.C. Glossary
AQA "Auto QA," a Robot pointing test: The centering of a radiographic shadow of a 2 cm diameter tungsten ball hidden in a cubic phantom is measured on a pair of orthogonal films. CNR Contrast-to-noise ratio.
Code of Practice:
A systematic collection of rules, standards, and other information relating to the practices and procedures followed in an area. DQA Delivery Quality Assurance: The DQA plan is an overlay of a patient plan on a phantom. The plan is delivered and the measured dose in the phantom can be compared with the calculated dose for quality assurance, typically by using a gamma-index pass/fail criteria. The DQA assesses both spatial and dosimetric accuracy of delivery, and is the most comprehensive, overall assessment of the system. DRR Digitally reconstructed radiograph. E2E End-to-End test. A phantom containing a hidden target and orthogonal films is taken from simulation through treatment delivery. The spatial distribution of delivered dose is compared to the plan dose for the 70% isodose line. The E2E test is performed using an isocentric treatment plan. Its purpose is to be a more so- Any robotic system that causes the motion of either the patient couch or treatment apparatus in the immediate vicinity of a patient must have collision safeguards to prevent a potential collision with the patient. The details of how collision safeguards are implemented vary with the component and the overall system configuration. In general, collision safety precautions are dealt with in three stages in the use of a robotic radiosurgery system:
(1) Design specification: Adequate space for all system components such that clearance issues for both the equipment and patient are verified prior to and during facility design and construction. (2) System installation, acceptance, commissioning, and upgrades: Items that are fixed by system design are verified as functional and adequate. In this category are elements of electrical safety (emergency offs, system motion disable, etc.), patient and robot movement restrictions, patient safety zones where robotic motion is excluded for patient safety, etc. (3) On-going system accuracy and safety testing: The periodic testing of safety systems to document the on-going function of system components.
II.A.1. Mechanical safety and collision avoidance
The CyberKnife V R uses a minimally modified industrial robot to support and position a linear accelerator weighing approximately 160 kg. In the clinical implementation, the robot range of motion is restricted to a hemisphere around the patient. There are no inherent mechanical restrictions placed on the robot's movement, with the exception of the collimator assembly collision detector. We recommend checking the collimator assembly collision detector as part of the daily QA.
The definition of any motion-restricted space is completely executed in the controlling computer software. It is very important to note that robot-patient collision control software is only functional while the system control software is running. If the robot is operated under manual control, software defined safety zones are not functional and cannot stop a violation of the robot exclusion zone and a subsequent collision.
The CyberKnife V R maintains separate zones of motion restriction. One zone is fixed with respect to the robot and includes system components that do not move, such as imaging system components, floor, walls, and ceiling. The second zone, the patient safety zone, is defined relative to the patient couch, and thus must be tested at various couch locations within the range of couch motions. Both fixed and patient safety zones shall be tested prior to the first clinical use of the system, and after any major software upgrade. A testing procedure is provided by the manufacturer during installation, but requires the assistance of a field service engineer.
If an unusual patient position is required to access a particular treatment location such that a portion of the patient may extend beyond the patient safety zone, there will be no collision protection for this part of the patient. In this case, the setup should be evaluated for potential collisions by running the patient plan in simulation/demonstration mode with the couch and a phantom positioned similar to the realistic patient setup. The "simulation/demonstration mode" provides a mock treatment with the robot moving, but the accelerator switched off so the motion can be studied with observers in the treatment room. Alternatively, the patient position might be modified with the robot exclusion zone in mind to make better use of the patient safety zone. For instance, for a mid-pelvis treatment, a patient might be positioned feet first supine on the treatment table in order to have the feet extend out of the robot exclusion zone instead of the head.
II.A.2. Ancillary safety systems
All safety systems incorporated into the facility design must be verified initially and periodically as part of daily and monthly QA. These systems include emergency interruption for robot movement, emergency power off, audio and visual monitors, and door interlocks. In addition to the routine checks outlined below, these systems must be checked at installation and each time they may have been disabled or disconnected during maintenance work. Interlocks must occur immediately upon activation and remain engaged until the generating condition is reversed and acknowledged by the operator.
Emergency power off (EPO) and emergency motion off (EMO) switches are required on robotic systems with components which could collide with a patient. The EPO will shut off power to the complete system, while the EMO only engages the robot mechanical brakes while leaving the accelerator and robot powered up. If a collision occurs and the EPO button is pressed instead of an EMO button, responders could lose precious minutes waiting for the robot system to be powered on before the robot could be moved away from the collision site. In addition, the EPO could potentially cause loss of robot mastering (see Sec. III B 1) due to the unclean shutdown of the robot controller PC. Therefore, the EMO button should be pressed in an emergency situation unless the electrical power is the cause of the unsafe condition, in which case the EPO should be used. All EMO and EPO wall switches shall be tested annually. The EMO switch on the console should be tested on a daily basis, because it is the switch most likely to be used should an emergency situation arise during treatment.
Audio and visual patient monitoring: As with all radiation therapy installations, state regulations requiring the presence of audio and visual patient monitoring also apply to a robotic system. Because the linear accelerator of a robotic treatment system is so flexible in its ability to be positioned around the patient, the likelihood of the robot and/or linac obscuring the view of the patient is high if there are only one or two observation sources. It is therefore recommended that at least three (preferably four) closed circuit television cameras (CCTV) be positioned in the treatment room such that any possible patient contact points can be seen by at least two of the monitoring CCTV cameras. Equally important as the presence of adequate CCTV cameras is the staffing requirement that at least one person in charge of treatment delivery must watch the video monitors during robot movement.
II.A.3. Room shielding and radiation safety
An example of room shielding design is given in NCRP Report No. 151, 9 including a thorough treatment of the special assumptions and calculations required to execute an adequate shielding specification for this type of therapy machine.
II.B. Accelerator QA
Radiation for robotic radiosurgery devices is produced by compact linear accelerators that differ in some aspects from their isocentric gantry-mounted counterparts. The robotic nature of treatment delivery necessitates smaller weight and dimensions than conventional radiotherapy accelerators. The CyberKnife V R beam source is a 9.5 GHz X-band accelerator producing 6 MV X-rays using a fixed tungsten alloy target with primary and removable secondary collimators. The secondary collimators have circular apertures with diameters ranging from 5 to 60 mm [defined at a source-to-axis distance (SAD) of 800 mm]. In addition, there is an in-line dual ion chamber for dose monitoring. Other collimator configurations with moving leaves similar to a camera aperture have become available (IRIS TM ) and will require additions to the QA procedures described in this report.
Despite the differences between a robotic radiosurgery linear accelerator and the S-band accelerators used in conventional radiotherapy applications, most QA concerns and questions remain the same for both types of devices. With this approach in mind, it is straightforward to develop a quality assurance schedule for a robotic radiosurgery accelerator based on existing AAPM Reports. An open chamber will continue to warm up and cool down during a normal treatment day. A warm-up of about 6000 MU will put the chamber at a temperature which reflects the average chamber temperature status during a typical treatment. The actual fluctuation of the chamber during a treatment day is smaller than the full range of 2.5% graphed in the plot.
The output of the linear accelerator in general should be measured once per treatment day, e.g., using a Farmer chamber with buildup cap. More frequent measurements for openchamber systems may be justified if significant changes in temperature or atmospheric pressure occur within the course of a treatment day. In order to minimize the possibility of manual entry errors leading to incorrect output, it is strongly recommended that each CyberKnife V R site determine an acceptable tolerance level, e.g., 2%, within which no adjustment to the calibration factor is made. This daily variation is less than the 3% recommended in TG-40 (Ref. 7) and TG-142, 4 but the large fractional doses delivered in radiosurgery and hypo-fractionated radiotherapy justify a more stringent guideline. It is also strongly recommended that if the variation exceeds 2%, a Qualified Medical Physicist corrects the calibration.
On a daily basis, we also recommend inserting an incorrect secondary collimator in treatment mode to verify the collimator interlock. Similarly, the interlock for a missing collimator should be checked daily.
II.B.2. Monthly accelerator QA
The dose output, energy constancy, and the consistency of the beam shape and beam symmetry should be checked monthly and compared to values obtained during commissioning. Typically, the largest collimator (60 mm) is used for this check.
Symmetry measurements are similar to those performed on radiotherapy linear accelerators. 10 Film irradiation and analysis may use point or area methods to evaluate beam symmetry, but following TG 45 and TG 142 (Ref. 4 ) are encouraged. Symmetry should be measured at a depth of 50 mm in two orthogonal planes (nominal in-plane and cross-plane). The measurements should pass the criterion established at the institution, which should be the same or more stringent than the acceptance testing criteria.
Because the CyberKnife V R linear accelerator does not have a flattening filter, beam profiles are curved in the central portion of the beam. Therefore, the concept of "flatness" normally measured for radiotherapy beams is not applicable. While any number of point or area measurements for the beam profile may be used to establish constancy, it is recommended to use at least three radial locations within the central portion of the beam. The relative values should not differ from beam data in the treatment planning system by more than 1%. For example, irradiate radiochromic film using the 60 mm collimator and compare the ratios of intensity values at 10, 15, and 25 mm radii to the treatment planning system (TPS) beam data. V R calibration is the assumption of a 10 cm Â 10 cm radiation field for determining the value for k Q . 13, 17 Instead, a machine-specific reference field, 17 i.e., the 60 mm collimator, is used for CyberKnife V R . Equivalent field size corrections can be estimated for either %dd(10) x or TPR(20/ 10) using, for example, the BJR Supplement 25 tables. 18 Only a 0.3% error is made if the k Q from a 6MV linac with TPR(20/10) of 0.68 is used. 19 For consistency, the PDD at SSD = 100 cm for the 60 mm collimator should be measured with the same (small) chamber that is used for the TG-51 calibration. Converting the round field size of the 60 mm collimator and adjusting the collimator size for the extended SSD, an equivalent square field size of 6.75 mm Â 6.75 mm results. An interpolation leads to the PDD at 10 cm depth. The PDD at 10 cm depth can be compared with a standard reference such as the British Journal of Radiology (BJR) Supplement 25 (Ref. 18 for the 6.75 cm square field size. From this value, the equivalent associated PDD value for a 10 cm Â 10 cm field can be inferred.
The active length of the detector used for absolute dose calibration has been shown to systematically change the calibration results. 19 Detectors for absolute dose calibration of the CyberKnife V R should not have an active length of more than 25 mm, and ideally have an active length of no longer than 10 mm. As with any clinical accelerator, the calibration shall be traceable to NIST. The recommendation is to perform an independent verification as well, e.g., by participating in a TLD program through an accredited dosimetry calibration lab (ADCL). A secondary check using independent equipment by another qualified physicist similar to the annual peer review as recommended in Ref. 6 is also an option.
The annual QA of the accelerator should repeat selected water phantom measurements performed during commissioning. It is important to verify that the accelerator central axis laser and radiation field centroid match to better than 1 mm at 800 and 1000 mm DAD before performing water phanton measurements. (The Task Group recognizes that measuring and adjusting the CyberKnife V R centerline laser to a tolerance less than 1 mm using the laser mirror assembly available on the CyberKnife V R prior to June 2008 is a difficult undertaking. CyberKnife V R machines delivered after this date use a gimbal mounted laser adjusting system that makes it possible to reduce this tolerance to better than 0.5 mm). Reducing the coincidence tolerance to this level will require measurement techniques more exacting than those used for conventional linear accelerators. One technique which has been successfully used it to adjust the laser/beam alignment to 1 mm at 160 cm SAD, which translates to a 0.5 mm alignment accuracy at 80 cm SAD. Refer to Sec. III B 1 for a more complete discussion of the influence of laser position on the overall dose placement accuracy of the Cyberknife V R system). Checking a minimum of three (clinically most used) collimators including the 60 mm collimator is highly recommended. Beam data checks for the selected collimators should include TPRs at several depths, or alternatively a check of PDD if a PDD curve was obtained at the same time as the TPR during commissioning. The off-center ratio (OCR) measurements for the selected collimators should be done at five tabulated depths. Output factors should be checked for the 60 and 5 mm collimator as well as the collimators selected for TPR checks.
Currently, the gold standard detector for TPR, OCR, and output factor measurements for small beam dosimetry is a diode, but other detectors have been studied as well. 20, 21 Several diode models are available commercially. The diodes should be evaluated for potential dose perturbation based on their respective construction. 22 It is not recommended to use chambers, even microchambers, for output factor measurements below collimator sizes of 20 mm.
14 For the OCR measurements, film is a good alternative to diodes, as it has a higher resolution. Other detectors such as diamond detectors may be suitable for small field dosimetry, but have not been widely used because of limited availability and cost.
Dose output linearity measurements should be performed during the annual QA. Linearity should be measured through the range of clinically used MU/beam values down to the level of the minimum monitor units delivered per beam in any given fraction. Linearity should be measured as a ratio of detector reading per monitor unit delivered, based on the final reading for the primary monitor chamber. The monitor units of clinical beams should be maintained within the 1% linearity range. The physicist should use caution when unusual circumstances require treating with beams below this range.
II.C. Imaging subsystem
The primary goals of imaging QA for the CyberKnife V R are to ensure accurate image guidance for patients undergoing SRS, and to minimize the radiation exposure to patient and staff. QA tests should detect changes in function of the imaging subsystem from its original level of performance that may result in a clinically significant degradation in image quality, which in turn may contribute to a loss of targeting accuracy and/or a significant increase in radiation exposure. The objective of such tests, when carried out routinely, allows for prompt corrective action to maintain targeting accuracy at levels suitable for SRS.
With the increased utilization of image guidance in radiation therapy it has become increasingly common for the Qualified Medical Physicist to be responsible for managing and evaluating an x-ray imaging system. This requires knowledge of QA procedures, specialized diagnostic measurement equipment, and imaging fundamentals that have been the purview of diagnostic medical physicists in the past. The difficult issue of having to accomplish effective QA in complex systems which incorporate technologies that cross traditional professional discipline boundaries will have to be addressed in depth elsewhere. Our goal in this section is to present what we believe are the fundamentals of adequate QA for this important subsystem. We recommend that institutions make appropriate resources available to perform the necessary QA for the imaging subsystem.
At the time of publication, Accuray Inc. makes no recommendations for QA procedures for the imaging subsystem of the CyberKnife V R beyond those identified for periodic preventative maintenance conducted by field service personnel (see Secs. II.C.1 and II.C.2). Also, the current Accuray acceptance test procedure (ATP) does not contain any tests that could form the baseline for x-ray imager performance. Consequently we recommend that the following measurements be performed or verified at the time of original CyberKnife V R acceptance and thereafter as deemed appropriate by the clinic's Qualified Medical Physicist commensurate with the scope of clinical services provided.
II.C.1. Imaging geometry
The principle imaging elements (sources and detectors) of the CyberKnife V R image guidance system are rigidly attached to the treatment room. The imaging geometry is schematically shown in Table 1 below for the two detector configurations currently in existence (G3 and G4). The centerline of the imaging field of view from the location of each x-ray tube focal spot to the center of its respective image receptor makes a 45-deg angle with the plane of the floor. The CyberKnife V R targeting and imaging alignment center is defined by the isopost, a rigid fixture that reproducibly mounts to the imager base frame Table 1 . A small isocrystal is mounted at the tip of the isopost and represents the coordinate system reference of the CyberKnife V R system. The isocrystal is a small light sensitive bead whose supporting circuitry detects the light from the central axis laser.
All targeting processes rely on both a good knowledge and the continuing stability of the imaging geometry. Once the site-specific imaging geometry is established and measured, it is important to verify on an ongoing basis that this rigid geometry has not shifted from events such as building settling, equipment collisions, earthquakes, etc. The upright detectors of the G3 configuration have mounting camera stands that allow both rotation around the normal to the detector axis and translation in the mounting plane of the detector. The G4 configuration allows only translation along the long axis of the detector. The evaluation of the rotational aspect of G3 imagers is beyond the scope of these recommendations; concerns should be directed to the manufacturer.
One of the routine checks is to verify that the radiographic shadow of the tip of the isopost falls at a consistent imager pixel location. This imaging alignment check is carried out by attaching the isopost to the camera stand and acquiring an image of the tip of the isopost. The image of the isocrystal should be within 1 mm of the center of the diagonals of the image, and at the center pixel 6 2 pixels. Measurements should be made as often as monthly if there is concern for movement due to special local conditions such as frequent earthquakes, elastic soil conditions not mitigated by building design, the x-ray tube or an amorphous silicon detector replacement or servicing, or when a potential imager shift is suspected for any reason. This imaging isocenter test covers the alignment of the imaging subsystem with the geometric isocenter.
II.C.2. X-ray generator and sources
The x-ray sources are conventional rotating anode tube and housing assemblies equipped with at least 2.5 mm aluminum added filtration. A fixed collimator shapes the beam of useful radiation. The x-ray generators supplying highvoltage power operate at 37.5 kW at peak power output and can deliver x-rays with technique factors of 40-125 kV, 25-300 mA, and 1-500 ms.
Because the x-ray machines used for targeting in the CyberKnife V R system are essentially unmodified conventional xray generators and x-ray tube configurations, the QA principles and procedures described in AAPM Reports No. 14, Part 3 (Ref. 23) , and No. 74 of Task Group 12 (Ref. 24 ) can be applied. The details of these procedures will have to be modified to accommodate the imaging geometry and the resulting testing setups required, e.g., recommendations on the focal spot size affecting the image resolution. The rule of thumb suggested in AAPM TG 12 (Ref. 24) for general purpose imaging situations, that the nominal focal spot size should be approximately 0.1% of the source-image distance (SID), cannot be realized in the very long SID geometry of the CyberKnife V R targeting system. This long SID geometry reduces the contribution of focal spot size on image sharpness. Therefore, image sharpness in the CyberKnife V R targeting system is more likely to be detector limited and depend on the inherent resolution of the image receptor (1024 Â 1024 pixels covering 41 Â 41 centimeters for the G4 implementation).
Because the x-ray machines have no light localizers, special care must be exercised to verify that the sensitive region of conventional test equipment is properly centered in the imaging field. A small inexpensive diode tool laser placed on a small tripod and directed back across the tip of the isopost to the center of the x-ray tube collimator aperture has been found to greatly facilitate positioning the test equipment that must be placed far above the floor to a position suitable for its sensitivity. Once positioned, the image of the detector on the system imager verifies that the full sensitive area of the detector is radiated.
A list of the suggested quality assurance measurements, suggested frequencies, and references for a description of the procedures is summarized in Table 1 .
II.C.3. Amorphous silicon detectors
There are currently two types of imager configurations as shown schematically in (G4); (2) two 20 cm Â 20 cm amorphous silicon detectors with a resolution of 512 Â 512 pixels mounted in 61.0 cm high stands (G3) perpendicular to the x-ray generator beam axis.
The underlying principles described in AAPM Report 75 (Ref. 25) should transfer very well to the evaluation of the amorphous silicon imagers used in the CyberKnife V R system, particularly the discussion and evaluation of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). There are several spatial resolution and contrast detail phantoms available on the market today that are beginning to be used on the imaging subsystem of the CyberKnife V R . The effect on the 45-deg incidence of x-rays to the plane of the imager presents an interesting problem when trying to interpret the effect of pixel size on modulation transfer function (MTF) or relative MTF measurements. Similarly, the image conversion calculations to reformat the 1024 Â 1024 raw pixel images to an equivalent 512 Â 512 pixel image orthogonal to the x-ray image central ray may have consequences for QA measurements.
There is currently no published data on tracking algorithm accuracy as a function of imager parameters. Imager parameters that are expected to have a direct relationship to functional adequacy in x-ray target imaging are signal-to-noise ratio, contrast-to-noise ratio, relative modulation transfer function, imager sensitivity stability, bad pixel count and pattern, uniformity corrected images, detector centering, and imager gain statistics. More work is required to establish reliable QA threshold recommendations for these tests. Specific recommendations for the type of imager testing and expected results are thus still premature. Until then, baselining imager parameters at install, and repeat measurement of the baselined parameters on an annual basis, will provide a database for evaluation.
II.C.4. Patient dose due to image guidance
The magnitude of radiation dose estimates due to the image guidance process using the methodology of AAPM TG 75 (Ref. 25) has been reviewed for the CyberKnife V R G4 geometry. The assessment of TG-75 was done for the original G3 imager configuration. For the G4 geometry, the default source-to-isocenter separation is 225 cm; the isocenter-to-detector separation is 120 cm for the "on-floor" detectors and 141.8 cm for the "in-floor" detectors; the detector active area is now 41 cm Â 41 cm. The source/patient entrance distance is nominally 210 cm for cranial radiosurgery and 200 cm for body radiosurgery using the same isocenter to entrance surface offsets as AAPM TG 75. The imaging radiation field for the in-floor geometry is collimated to a trapezoid shape whose maximum full dimension, including penumbra, is approximately 33 cm Â 26 cm, W Â L. The sentence in AAPM TG 75 stating, "The source collimator is telescopic, which allows the field size to be adjusted." is incorrect: The collimation of the imaging fields is a fixed aperture. Measurements made in the default geometry described above produce dose per image results that still fall in the range of 0.10-0.70 mGy as presented in Table 1 of AAPM TG 75. We recommend that the methods of AAPM TG 75 continue to be used to estimate the entrance dose levels due to image guidance for the CyberKnife V R system.
II.D. Treatment planning software-QA and safety
Treatment planning software has become increasingly complex. Versions are updated frequently with new features and tools, as well as changes to the underlying optimization and dose calculation algorithms. It is essential that each software upgrade be considered as a new installation because it is not safe to assume that previously tested features be carried over into the new version without changes. Because changes in one part of the software can have unexpected impact on other functions, basic software testing of the whole application should be performed. The exception to this rule is software patches to fix known bugs. In this case the functions in the part of the software code being changed have to be validated, and a less extensive overall software check is sufficient. Secondary MU checks for plan validation are part of the software QA. AAPM TG-114 (verification of monitor unit calculations) will cover the general concepts of secondary MU calculations. The specific challenges of a secondary MU check for robotic radiosurgery lie in the high number of beams and the high sensitivity to inhomogeneities as well as steep dose gradients. In addition, multiple targets may be treated in one plan, which means it is not possible to choose one dose calculation point to verify the accuracy of all beams. Nevertheless, a secondary MU check shall be done for all plans for the ray-tracing calculation, using either commercial software, self-developed independent MU check software, or by hand-calculating all beams. The tolerance should be within 2% to the reference point for the composite of all beams in which the point is within the penumbra or infield region, but excluding beams in which the point is outside the penumbra region.
In the case where the dose calculation was performed using the Monte-Carlo code (e.g., in lung, T-spine, nasopharynx), a hand calculation will result in differences much larger than a normal secondary calculation check tolerance. For small fields in highly inhomogeneous areas, for example, lung tumors, mean differences of 20% have been observed for individual beam dose calculation for ray-tracing vs Monte Carlo 27, 28 (Fig. 4) . When a second MU check of a MC plan is performed, a mean deviation of about 20% lower dose in the MC dose vs ray-tracing dose calculation algorithms is to be expected. The actual value can, of course, vary based on tumor size and location within the lung, i.e., proximity to denser areas. It is worth noting that the beam list for MC plans contains ray-tracing dose calculation results as well, which could be used as first-order approximation in a second MU check.
Doing an actual DQA measurement for MC-based plans is not feasible with currently available phantoms. The large variances in mean dose variation between MC and ray-tracing based on tumor size and position would require a customizable, anthropomorphic lung phantom with the option of placing different size tumor models, including spacing for a detector such as film, at a variety of locations in the lung. Nevertheless, it is feasible to verify the accuracy of the MC dose calculation for at least one or two sample anatomies by performing DQA in an inhomogeneous lung phantom (see Sec. III C 3) at a frequency determined by the individual user.
Data security: At commissioning, we recommend checking if the essential beam data entered in the treatment planning software could be changed, either on purpose or inadvertently. If potential security issues are discovered, the user should report the findings immediately to the vendor to expeditiously identify a method to secure the data. Until the data are secured, appropriate safeguards should be implemented.
The software should also be evaluated for Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance; specifically, procedures need to be put in place to prevent accidental disclosure of Protected Health Information (PHI). Special attention should be placed on situations when the workstations are unattended or potentially unsecured during and after work hours.
Custom CT model: Most treatment planning systems (TPS) allow entering a custom CT density model for calculating heterogeneity corrections, and the CyberKnife V R planning system is no exception. This model may be based on electron and/or mass density. It is important to understand which data is needed to correctly commission the CT density model: electron density, mass density, or both. The user is cautioned to know which density type their system uses for each dose calculation algorithm and follow the recommendations for CT QA given by AAPM TG 66 (Ref. 29) and NCRP Report 99 (Ref. 30 ). The physicist should be able to verify the change in calculated dose from the TPS for different CT density models by using beams with the same orientation and MU, and only changing the CT density model.
If multiple CT scanners are used for patient simulations, the physicist may choose to either create a separate model for each scanner, or create a multiple-scanner average. It is recommended that if separate models are used for each CT scanner that a QA program be implemented which ensures the correct CT density model is selected for a patient's plan. Alternatively, if a composite CT density model from all scanners is developed, the task group recommends that the uncertainty in the dose calculation based on the composite CT density model be evaluated to be less than 2%.
Tissue inhomogeneity correction (without Monte Carlo): Accurately correcting for tissue inhomogeneity has become increasingly important when a SRS treatment of the lung or in the head and neck area is planned. AAPM TG 65 (Ref. 31) discusses the topic extensively, including factors influencing the required level of accuracy for inhomogeneity correction in planning. All inhomogeneity correction options available in the software should be evaluated for their respective accuracy by doing absolute dose measurements with a suitable chamber in a phantom. A slab phantom using different density slabs for bone and lung 32 is the minimum standard; a more anthropomorphic phantom, e.g., with a dense tumor inside a low-density lung, should be used if available. The most accurate inhomogeneity model for an anatomic location should be chosen. An example for a situation in which the ray-tracing calculation is more accurate than the MC calculation is spine plans for 3.x version of the planning software. The lower resolution of the MC dose calculation causes a difference in dose interpolation, which may cause a decrease in the dose gradient toward the spinal cord, leading to higher reported than actual cord dose. We discourage using the ray-tracing dose calculation algorithm for targets in the lung; instead, the Monte-Carlo dose calculation algorithm described below should be used for treatment planning in the lung.
Tissue inhomogeneity corrections with Monte-Carlo dose calculation: MC dose calculation algorithm commissioning is done in two stages. In the first stage, after creating the accelerator-specific source model, the source model is evaluated as to how well its calculation can match the measured beam data in water. The MC source model, when calculating with 1% uncertainty, should be able to generate TPR data with maximum deviation of no more than 2% from the measured data at d max and beyond. The off-axis ratios should not deviate from measured values more than 2% at the point from the field center to 50% of the field center dose (FWHM). The output factors should be modeled to within 0.5% uncertainty. Because the MC calculation is a statistical model, current computing speeds will not realistically allow plan calculations to better than 2% uncertainty within a reasonable calculation time. As a general rule, the uncertainty of TPR and OAR match should be similar but no worse than the lowest uncertainty used for MC.
The second stage of commissioning applies the MC calculation delivering beams to an inhomogeneous phantom to measure the difference between plan dose and delivered dose at selected points. Ideally, the experimental setup would include a DQA plan to an anthropomorphic phantom (e.g., Quasar with lung insert, Modus Medical, Ontario, Canada) including dosimeters in the target as well as in low-dose regions. As an alternative, we recommend using a dose verification method as described by Wilcox 32 or in TG 105 (Ref. 33 ) as a minimum standard. In this test, a dose is delivered to a farmer chamber embedded in a simple slab phantom, using different density slabs (e.g., cork, Styrofoam, or commercial lung density slab).
For small cones with a diameter 10 mm, MC models of older software releases may not fit the beam data to the tolerance levels described above, but are more on the order of 5% accuracy. In this case, the advantages gained by using a small collimator and correcting for tissue inhomogeneities by using MC have to be weighed against the level of accuracy of the MC model. The ultimate judgment on dose accuracy is a dose measurement in an inhomogeneous phantom which is modeled closely on the patient anatomy. An example is a small lung tumor, which could be modeled by a piece of dense plastic inserted in cork or Styrofoam, with space for either TLD detectors or, ideally, small film. Simulating the complex, inhomogeneous anatomy of a small tumor in the nasopharynx, however, will go beyond what a typical clinic can provide in regard to phantom. Packing the air cavities is an option which should be considered. The reasoning for either decision in a clinical case should be documented in a special physics report by a Qualified Medical Physicist.
DQA plan: A series of DQA tests should be performed for several diverse treatment plan types (e.g., trigeminal, spine, multiple brain metastases in one plan) before patient treatments are started on a newly installed machine. We also recommend doing DQA for every patient on a newly installed machine until the treatment team gets a good assessment of what level of accuracy, for example, 90% pass rate of a 2 mm/2% gamma index for an area encompassing the 20% isodose line, can be achieved in their clinic. Because SRS is by definition performed with high doses delivered in 1-5 fractions, 34 the physicist should perform DQA, selecting a sufficiently complex patient plan, on a regular basis as discussed in Sec. III C 3. Examples of complex plans are a retreatment of a spinal lesion in immediate proximity of the spinal cord, or a pediatric case where the tumor is close to the optic apparatus or other critical structure.
Whole-body dose: Two phantom studies have been published regarding the whole-body dose for CyberKnife V R treatments. 35, 36 During the treatment process, the ALARA principle should be considered, i.e., the treatment planning should be designed to achieve the clinically optimal results with as few beams and monitor units as feasible. The use of multiple collimators has been demonstrated 37 to reduce the number of MU needed for a treatment plan. In addition, using the sequential optimization 38 treatment planning tool with MU optimization, and utilizing the MU limit function, will reduce the peripheral dose considerably compared to the older system configuration reported on in Ref. 35 (Tables II and III) .
III. QA FOR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS III.A. Tracking system (software and imaging)
The image guidance process of the CyberKnife V R system is the core technology that produces dose placement accuracy adequate for SRS without the aid of mechanical fixation of the patient. The ultimate accuracy of the image guidance process depends on a number of specific parameters, namely design, installation, and usage, which all have their own QA issues.
A targeting system testing process where a phantom (target object) is moved a known and carefully measured amount, forms the basis of all image guidance accuracy testing. There are two specific components to this process: (1) the image processing component where a live image is compared to a standard or ideal image in a 2D/3D registration producing typically, both shift and rotation estimates and a figure of merit for the confidence of the process and (2) the conversion of the output of the image processing stage to a geometric targeting change that will be acted upon by the radiation delivery system or the machine operator.
Changes in image quality may affect parts of this process and is the area where routine, on-going QA efforts will be focused. Among the imaging conditions that would be expected to reduce the image guidance systems' accuracy are very large, difficult to penetrate patients, operating the imaging system at too low a kVp or mA station setting, trying to image a target region with too little inherent object contrast, such as spine tracking on a patient with severe osteoporosis, or attempting to use x-ray image receptors suffering from degraded sensitivity or high levels of image artifacts.
III.A.1. Targeting methods
The following sections describe issues specific to each of the CyberKnife V R targeting modalities that must be considered when attempting to determine accuracy and reproducibility for that targeting method. In this section, the targeting methods will be introduced, while the specific image guidance QA tests and limits applicable to all targeting methods are described in Sec. II A 2.
There are three targeting methods currently in use in the CyberKnife V R image guidance system: bony structure tracking, 39 fiducial marker tracking, 40 and soft tissue tracking. The bony structure tracking includes skull tracking (6D Skull) and spine tracking 41, 42 (XSight V R Spine). Soft tissue tracking (XSight V R Lung) uses density differences between the target and surrounding lung tissues without the need for invasive fiducial placement.
6D Skull tracking: The Skull tracking algorithm uses the entire image region to develop a targeting result. Because of the very high radiographic contrast at the boundary of the skull, steep image gradients are produced that allow the 2D/ 3D registration algorithm 39 to function very reliably. Imaging parameters should be adjusted in both imager views so that brightness and gradient gains are close to 1, i.e., most similar to the digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR).
While the skull tracking algorithm is generally very robust, there are a few scenarios where special attention is required. In elderly patients, Paget's disease of the cranium may cause unusually high vascularization. If contrast is needed for contouring purposes, these patients should also have a noncontrast CT at simulation for tracking purposes. A contrast simulation CT causes the vascularization in the cranium to be emphasized in the DRR, which will lead to high tracking uncertainty characterized by large (>1.1) brightness gradient values. When treating lesions in the cervical spine, XSight V R Spine or fiducial tracking must be used. The high flexibility of the cervical spine does not permit accurate targeting if the cranium is used for tracking. For targets in C1 or C2, the merits of cranial vs spine tracking can be debated. However, spine tracking tends to fail not because of the location per se, but because the deformation, i.e., movements of bones relative to each other, is outside the spine tracking tolerance.
Fiducial tracking: Tracking by locating radio-opaque markers rigidly associated with a target is one of the most accurate CyberKnife V R targeting procedures. Overall accuracy is primarily dependent on the number of fiducials implanted, 43, 44 their spread, and their ability to be uniquely identified on each targeting image. Among the conditions that can influence this accuracy are fiducials that move with respect to each other, fiducials that cannot be resolved on both images, fiducials that are implanted near metallic surgery clips, imagers that have severe uncorrected pixel artifacts, and CT imaging artifacts.
All localization x-rays for patients with the above mentioned conditions, as well as all fiducial patients in general, need to be carefully monitored at all times. The CyberKnife V R software displays the fiducial configuration, as marked by the treatment planner on the planning CT, in the DRR window for both camera views. In the live images, the tracked fiducials (or what the system has identified as fiducial) are displayed as well. It is important to monitor the live image for accurate tracking to be able to immediately interrupt the treatment if a mistracking occurs. Image tracking parameters should be tuned during patient setup to achieve as robust tracking as possible. Fiducials which consistently mistrack should be switched off for tracking.
Spine tracking: Spine tracking relies on the feature rich boney structure along the spinal column. To accommodate small interfraction deformations, this algorithm performs small-image registrations at 81 points at the intersections of a rectangular tracking grid. This targeting method is influenced by initial placement of the targeting grid, inherent bony contrast (e.g., either a large patient or severe osteoporosis), x-ray technique, and initial alignment to the wrong vertebral body. There are several methods which can be employed to increase tracking robustness. It is essential that the spine segmentation tool is used, if the software version allows, removing DRR artifacts such as the diaphragm, clavicles, ribs, and mandible. In most cases, spinal hardware increases the tracking accuracy, unless the hardware consists of long, unstructured rods, in which case fiducials should be placed. If the bone is severely osteoporotic in the target area, it is recommended to track a vertebral body above or below and adding a PTV margin. Osteoporotic bone is not only found in the elderly, especially women, but also in pediatric patients with bone lesions.
The tracking grid size should be chosen to maximize the amount of spine within the grid. The grid should neither include too much soft tissue (in which case it should be made smaller), nor miss part of the bony spine (in which case it should be enlarged).
At all times, it is important to verify visually that the correct level is tracked. Special attention should be paid when treating thoracic spine. Due to similarities in the bony structures at that particular region, misalignment to the incorrect vertebral body could occur. This could lead to a spatial misplacement of dose causing treatment of the wrong vertebral body. It is therefore important that after the radiation therapist has aligned the patient, the radiation oncologist and the Qualified Medical Physicist are called to verify that the correct vertebra is being treated. Mistracking is less likely if the "confidence level" in the software is kept at the default value. On the other hand, it is important to have an additional visual safety check for the rare case when the algorithm does go wrong. A good trick for starting to gain experience to visually identify the correct vertebral level is to place a gold fiducial marker, oriented in superior-inferior direction with its position marked by a tattoo, on the skin at the level of the tracking area before simulation. At the time of treatment, the gold marker can be easily placed into the same position again using medical tape or wound dressing, thereby visually verifying the accuracy of the tracking level.
Soft tissue (XSight V R Lung) tracking: This tracking modality uses the density difference of the target to the surrounding tissue. Tumors to be treated with this algorithm must have well defined boundaries, not be obscured by radiographically dense structures (spine, heart), and be within a range of sizes that can be accommodated by the algorithm. This tracking algorithm is very susceptible to x-ray technique and targeting parameter range choices (acceptable confidence threshold, image contrast setting, search range, etc.). If the x-ray imaging system is operating near its signalto-noise ratio limits, targeting techniques utilizing soft tissue discrimination such as XSight Lung V R would be expected to be most strongly affected. Anatomical criteria are also essential for accurate tracking. The tumor cannot be obscured by the mediastinum; therefore, it needs to be located in the lateral lung. It also cannot be obscured by the diaphragm, which means that tumors located too inferiorly in the lung also are not good candidates for tracking. XSight V R lung tracking is the most challenging to verify for tracking accuracy. One way to learn the accurate use of the technology is to have a tracking session with the patient on the CyberKnife V R to take setup images, build a Synchrony model, and visually verify stable tracking. Another option is to place fiducials (even though the patient is a potential XSight Lung patient) and compare the tracking results (e.g., motion amplitude in each translational direction) between XSight lung and fiducial-based Synchrony tracking.
III.A.2. Specific image guidance QA tests
Imaging algorithm calculation accuracy will only require verification during initial acceptance testing or major image guidance system upgrades. At installation, Accuray uses a series of automated tests ("TTool") using anthropomorphic phantoms containing hidden targets 8 to test the accuracy of the image guided targeting process. These phantoms can be attached directly to the robotic manipulator arm. The robot then moves the phantom such that all 6 deg of positional and angular freedom are tested throughout the range of clinical significance. The translational accuracy should be within 0.2 mm, and the rotational accuracy within 0.2 deg below 2 deg rotation from setup, and 0.5 deg at more than 2 deg rotation. The phantom positioning could be produced independently from the robot by using any number of precision positioning tools available, e.g., independent motorized positioning stages.
Effects of x-ray technique: The imaging parameters should be adjusted with the phantom at a defined offset to determine the effect of x-ray technique factors on targeting result stability. The imaging process can be degraded by choice of technique factors such that the limits of signal to noise ratio are approached to evaluate the targeting system in less than ideal imaging circumstances. The range of targeting results produced by these nonideal test conditions can help identify the variation in dose placement accuracy and consequent dose distribution blurring to be expected under similar circumstances in actual patient treatments.
If the tracking results vary considerably with x-ray technique, e.g., in the range of more than 0.3 deg in rotation, it is usually a strong indicator that the tracking accuracy, and therefore safe and accurate dose delivery, is compromised. Before treatment is started, it is essential for patient safety that the cause of the tracking instability is identified and eliminated. If the tracking instability cannot be eliminated, the treatment should be aborted and corrective actions be implemented before a new treatment is attempted.
Targeting accuracy: The CyberKnife V R is capable of automatically moving the dose distribution to a new position identified by the targeting system as long as this new position is a translation less than 10 mm from a previous targeting result. The CyberKnife V R can also compensate for detected target rotations; the magnitude of the maximum correction depends on the axis, path set, and the tracking modality. This capability should be specifically verified by offsetting the phantom used for the End-to-End (E2E) test by a known amount within this range, and then delivering the plan radiation in this or several similar offset positions. The expected accuracy and reproducibility of this test shall result in an E2E test result within the system specifications of < 0.95 mm.
III.A.3. Practical implementation of image guidance
The use of anthropomorphic phantoms to characterize the targeting accuracy of an IGRT machine has at least two important aspects. The first is to demonstrate an accuracy result whose measurement conditions provide confidence that the measured accuracy value will apply directly to the conditions that exist in real patients. This is most logically the case when the phantom is a very close structural match to the anatomy present in real patients and produces targeting images that match very well with those produced from human anatomy. The concern comes in attempting to judge if there may be a different targeting result by using a targeting phantom that is less than a perfect physical match. Some sense of this can possibly be achieved by demonstrating consistent targeting results using anthropomorphic phantoms of different manufacture and construction (Fig. 5) . The second targeting aspect is to use an anthropomorphic phantom to evaluate the limits of a targeting algorithm. This use is an attempt to find out what accuracy penalty might result when all conditions are not perfect. There are two ways to simulate a nonperfect imaging condition: Either the phantom is specifically designed to produce a difficult targeting situation, or the imaging process is degraded to simulate a similar difficult targeting situation using an unmodified phantom.
Routine imaging QA is best served when the testing process is demanding enough that changes in imaging quality can be detected before they have clinical consequences. Phantoms whose design is perfectly adequate for establishing system accuracy, for example, the head phantom used for End-to-End testing, may have features that are too idealized to be suitable for helping to detect a loss of accuracy when the imaging system is degrading or imaging conditions are less than optimal. There is still much work to be done by both phantom and QA procedure designers before this balance will be better understood and taken advantage of.
There is often not enough feedback from the targeting algorithm to help the operator make intelligent decisions about which input changes will improve the reliability of the targeting process. For instance, the patient positioning function of the CyberKnife V R treatment software includes the ability to display various statistics for live images depending on the type of targeting process in use (gain parameters for skull tracking, individual fiducial tracking statistics for fiducial tracking, etc.). This function is available by replacing the large scale "focus" image on the right of the patient-set-up user interface with a streaming log of data from the targeting process. This display location in the treatment-delivery user interface is taken up with dose and current treatment node related information. This sort of targeting system feedback should also be made accessible during the actual treatment process, although obviously in another region of the user interface. In general, this task group strongly encourages manufacturers of image guidance systems to provide immediate feedback to the operators in the form of figures of merit or confidence estimates that will help guide changes to the imaging factors under the control of the operator.
III.B. Accuracy of radiation delivery (robot and accelerator)
The goal of path calibration and path calibration QA is to set and verify that the central axis (pointing direction) of a symmetrical radiation beam coincides, as close as is practically achievable, with the tip of the isopost for all deliverable beams in all CyberKnife V R path sets. If a radiation beam centerline surrogate, such as a centerline laser, is used, then the coincidence of this surrogate to the actual radiation central axis must be established first. The following sections will describe the approach the manufacturer of the CyberKnife V R robotic radiosurgery system currently utilizes to calibrate the robot pointing accuracy. Practical approaches to the verification and quality assurance of the results of this calibration process are discussed.
The robot manipulator places the position of the nominal radiation source of the linear accelerator at specific points in space called "nodes," roughly distributed evenly on the surface of a sphere that is centered at the center of the x-ray targeting system (Fig. 6) . Each node can originate a number of treatment beams (currently up to 12, Fig. 7 ). The location of these nodes is currently fixed in space, with some range over which the node sphere can be moved to accommodate targets that are not located at the center of the targeting and imaging volume. A group of nodes is termed a "path," with path sets currently consisting of 1-3 subpaths. There are multiple sets of these treatment node "path" sets to accommodate specific treatment targets and situations. Each path set is separately calibrated and thus must be separately evaluated for accuracy. It should be emphasized that all path calibrations are done isocentrically, i.e., by calibrating the beam pointing to the isocrystal.
III.B.1. Manipulator and path calibration
Several levels of positional calibration are applied to accomplish the submillimeter scale of positioning accuracy for the robot manipulator. These calibrations from coarsest to finest are Robot Mastering, 1st Order Path Calibration, and 2nd Order Path Calibration.
The Robot Mastering calibration is performed by the manipulator manufacturer and allows the specific raw joint encoder values for a single known, neutral, manipulator position to be provided to the manipulator controller computer. Once this "mastering" calibration is performed, the native robot coordinate system exists and the robot can move either under program or manual control in coordinate space.
The 1st Order Path Calibration uses automated optical positioning to determine position data in the robot coordinate system specific to an individual system installation. Accuray installation or service personnel perform this procedure. These data fine-tune the mechanical pointing accuracy of the system based on the mounted position of the linear accelerator and determine the approximate location of the tip of the isopost to $1 mm. The tip of the isopost (isocrystal) is a mechanical location in space to which the center of both the x-ray targeting system, and the manipulator path sets are nominally set. All primary system calibration procedures depend on the reproducible location of the isopost. Any physical damage to this post causes invalidation of future QA measures.
The 2nd Order Path Calibration process fine tunes the pointing accuracy of the manipulator system to submillimeter accuracy. The QA process must also be capable of demonstrating reasonable accuracy in evaluating the adequacy of this calibration. Both 1st and 2nd order path calibrations rely on the laser/ beam central axis coincidence (see Sec. II B 3). After verifying that the radiation beam is symmetrical, by measuring the width of the penumbra at various opposing points around the perimeter, the mirror reflecting the laser is adjusted to match the measured location of the radiation central axis. The accuracy of the path 1st and 2nd order calibrations depend on how well the beam centerline surrogate, the laser, is adjusted to the center of the radiation field. The right-to-left averaged beam profile data entered into the CyberKnife V R treatment planning system assumes that this relative offset is zero. If the laser marks a location within the field that is offset from the field center by as much as a millimeter as allowed by previous recommendation (Sec. II B 3), then this offset will be included in the calibration for every treatment node. This does not strongly affect the accuracy of the placement of aggregate dose distributions formed by many radiation beams because the overall position of these aggregates are corrected by setting a global offset correction vector as a final step in CyberKnife V R system calibration. For large beams and volumes this will have the effect of blurring the steep dose gradient region at the edge of dose distributions in unpredictable ways. While this effect will always exist to some degree for all path calibrations, it is prudent to attempt the best possible laser/radiation position alignment prior to any 1st and 2nd order path calibration or path verification process.
III.B.2. Path calibration QA
Overall, there are three levels of QA evaluations providing a more accurate evaluation of the current state of manipulator-pointing accuracy.
The first level is either a (qualitative) laser geometric alignment check on the floor and/or the (quantitative) AQA test. The AQA test observes the co-centricity of a lateral and AP beam with the shadow of a tungsten ball placed inside the AQA phantom. The AQA test suffers from the limitation that actual treatment paths are not used. A detailed description of AQA will be given in Sec. III C 1. Both tests provide a broad, global check of the system alignment that does not have the ability to distinguish the source of a misalignment if either of the tests should fail.
For the laser geometric alignment check, a point on the floor where the linac radiation center is directed is marked after robot calibration during acceptance testing is completed. The daily comparison between the laser spot and the floor mark depends only on the accuracy of robot mastering and how well the laser is adjusted to the centerline of the radiation collimator structure. If this comparison shows a difference larger than þ/À1 mm, then the physicist should be notified. Subsequent testing must be conducted to determine the specific cause before a patient can be treated. A successful AQA test consistent with previous AQA results can detect or rule out changes in robot calibration of the linac. If a beam/laser centerline check in combination with a passing AQA test determines a laser misalignment as the only cause for the laser geometric alignment check failure, treatments may be resumed. Should the physicist decide to realign the laser, second and third level checks are invalidated until a full robot recalibration is performed.
The second level, running a simulation in "BB-test mode" is suitable for visually evaluating individual beam pointing accuracy to a level of approximately þ/À1.5 mm. A visual check is performed to verify that on an isocentric plan the centerline laser fully illuminates the isocrystal tip of the isopost. This test should be done monthly (one path set per month) with dummy nodes being pre-identified to assure their constancy. In addition, the relative location of beam laser to beam central axis should be verified to not have changed since the last path calibration process.
The third level is a rigorous repeat of the 2nd Order Path Calibration process. This test is typically performed at acceptance testing and after a 2nd level QA failure. The results are quantitative and produce a detailed list of node-by-node deviations that can be evaluated individually or in combination. Record the node-by-node results and verify that no individual node exceeds 0.5 mm deviation or that the total RMS deviation does not exceed 0.3 mm. If a path fails the above criteria, the position of the beam central axis laser should be rigorously tested to check if the laser position may have shifted. If the laser is either confirmed to be in the same position, and/or the AQA and E2E tests are out of the specification limits, a complete path recalibration is indicated. At this time, 2nd Order Path Calibration can only be done with the assistance of a field service engineer. However, the TG recommends the development of a procedure which could easily and safely be run by a Qualified Medical Physicist on an annual or as needed basis, since there is currently no alternative to quantitatively check individual node pointing accuracy and the E2E test is not sensitive enough.
III.C. Overall accuracy (all subsystems)
The current overall clinical delivery accuracy tests recommended by the vendor and routinely preformed at each site are the E2E test and AQA test. Neither of the tests verifies nonisocentric delivery accuracy nor delivered dose. Therefore, DQA shall be performed on a regular basis.
III.C.1. AQA test
The AQA test is an isocentric targeting accuracy test that can be performed in less than 10 min to verify the delivery accuracy of the CyberKnife V R system. This test is similar and analogous to the Winston-Lutz test 8 commonly used on gantry mounted SRS systems, but has a much narrower application since there is no rigid mechanical coupling between the two tested beam positions.
The initial setup requires obtaining a CT of the AQA phantom, consisting of an approximately 2 cm acrylic sphere that replaces a similar sized metal sphere embedded in a 3.175 cm acrylic target sphere (Fig. 8) , importing it into the treatment planning system, and creating a two-beam plan (AP and Lateral). The relative position of the centers of the concentric circles formed by the shadow of the metal ball is used to determine the targeting accuracy for the AP and lateral direction. Targeting errors should deviate less than 1 mm from the baseline value set at time of calibration. Positioning accuracy test with the AQA test should be performed daily.
III.C.2. Isocentric end-to-end (E2E) test
The E2E test phantom consists of a ballcube in which a pair of orthogonal radiochromic films can be placed (Fig. 9) . A set of ballcubes in different sizes is provided by the vendor for the various phantoms used to test each of the targeting methods (Sec. III A 1). After a CT scan of the phantom is taken and imported into the TPS, the central sphere is contoured and an isocentric treatment plan covering the sphere with the 70% isodose line is created. This plan is then delivered and a comparison of the position of the 70% isodose line dose distribution with the known centroid position is performed. The maximum difference between the centers of the planned dose and delivered dose must not exceed 0.95 mm for static treatments and 1.5 mm for motion-tracking treatments. A well-calibrated CyberKnife V R system typically performs static E2E tests on the level of 0.3-0.7 mm. 41, 45, 46 Since it is very time-consuming to perform E2E tests for all tracking modalities and path combinations every month, it is recommended that one intracranial and one extra-cranial E2E be performed at least monthly. These tests need to be cycled through each path and tracking method combination that is in clinical use. All paths used routinely should be tested every time there is an upgrade of the delivery system. If a path or tracking method is rarely used clinically, testing may be reduced to at least once, but preferably multiple times, shortly before use on a patient.
Currently E2E testing is only used for mechanical accuracy, but it is important that dose accuracy should also be determined. Therefore, we recommend using Radiochromic film dosimetry to compare the isodose distribution with planned dose in the central orthogonal planes. This would especially be informative for Synchrony treatments (both Synchrony and XSight Lung Synchrony) and 4D treatment planning.
III.C.3. DQA plan
While the E2E test enables the user to perform an isocentric targeting accuracy test, it does not give the user any information as to the overall accuracy of the dose to complex targets in nonisocentric treatment plans, even though the majority of the cases on the CyberKnife V R are nonisocentric deliveries. Currently, the nonisocentric targeting accuracy is assumed to be correct if the isocentric targeting is within specification. One of the main concerns the task group has is that for each patient, the beam directions and placements for the nonisocentric beams are unique. Currently, there is no easy way for the physicists to verify that the robot is targeting the nonisocentric beam directions in the directions produced by the planning system on a beam-by-beam basis. Therefore, it is recommended by this task group to perform DQA tests using film or detectors with equally high resolution on a phantom as part of machine commissioning and monthly QA. The acceptance criteria should be a 90% pass rate of distance-to-agreement 47 of 2%/2 mm for the tumor, critical structures, and in the high-dose region down to the 50% isodose line. For Synchrony, the 90% pass rate for the distance-to-agreement should be within 3%/3 mm for a region encompassing the 50% isodose line. The recommended phantom for DQA in an inhomogeneous environment such as the lung should contain a low-density region enclosing a higher-density lung "tumor;" the optimum dosimeter for the dose verification measurement is radiochromic film. 48 This task group recognizes that to perform DQA for every patient with experimentally measured dose distributions would require significant additional physics resources and would be a major change in current practice. The usefulness of this additional physics effort should be validated by a thorough failure-modes and effects (FMEA) analysis. We also recognize that at this time, there is no accepted industry standard across delivery modalities, and sometimes not even within the same delivery modality. For the time being, we recommend that DQA for CyberKnife V R be done for the first several patients for every new tracking modality, and should be checked periodically (e.g., monthly) afterward.
III.D. Motion tracking (synchrony) QA
AAPM TG 76 (Ref. 49 ) discusses the general concepts of managing respiratory motion in Radiation Oncology. At this time, the CyberKnife V R system relies on a hybrid tracking model correlating skin motion detected at approximately 30 Hz with the internal target detected radiographically during an interval of 30-60 s. [50] [51] [52] It is conceivable that in the near future, motion modeling systems may be replaced by direct real-time tracking systems. 53, 54 Fiducials (with the exception of XSight V R Lung) are used as surrogates for the tumor location. Depending on the fiducial configuration, accuracy of the tracking model, and fiducial migration, a target localization error can be present. 44 Each x-ray image taken should be carefully monitored for correct tracking and the treatment should be interrupted if mistracking occurs. If the fiducial motion is fast, the image quality can be improved by shortening the exposure time to prevent excessive blurring of the fiducial marker. It is essential for patient safety that the radiation therapist(s) operating the CyberKnife V R are well trained in monitoring the accuracy of fiducial tracking. It is therefore also recommended that at least two therapists, or a therapist and another medical professional such as a physicist or physician, are watching the monitors at all times during treatment.
Visible-light optical sources ("beacons") are used to generate a respiratory trace based on abdominal motion. The accuracy of this respiratory trace will directly translate into the accuracy of the skin-tumor correlation model for tumor tracking. At installation and annually, the sensors should be checked for system noise both at rest and during regular motion. The noise should not exceed 0.2 mm at a sensor-todetector distance of 2 m. It is recommended that the accuracy of the relative sensor motion be checked for the range of distances used in clinical practice. The skin markers should be placed on the patient in an area of maximum excursion to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.
In general, the effects of target motion should not affect the dose placement with respect to the target but will cause smearing of the dose outside of the target area. A phase shift may be present between the skin motion and the tumor motion. 54 The origin of this phase shift is the lag time between the diaphragm driving respiration and the motion of the target. If this skin-to-tumor phase shift cannot be modeled correctly by the algorithm, or if there is residual untracked motion of the target, dose blurring will occur. As part of the annual QA, the amount of dose blurring as a function of the phase shift should be measured with a motion phantom. A respiratory motion phantom with adjustable phase shift as provided by the manufacturer, or a phantom with similar functionality, should be used for this test.
The accuracy of adaptive real-time motion tracking techniques depends on the frequency with which the correlation model is updated to reflect the current status of the patient's respiratory pattern throughout the length of the treatment. The update frequency of the model, therefore, should be chosen high enough such that shifts in patient breathing can be corrected. In addition to patient status changes, the imaging frequency should be high enough to catch changes in patient baseline or correlation pattern early. Respiratory cycle coverage should not fall below 90% to ensure the tumor motion path can be properly fitted by the correlation model.
Before the patient is treated, a maximum permissible range for the correlation model error should be discussed by the physician and physicist, and communicated to the treatment delivery team. The correlation model error is defined as the difference between the expected tumor position based on the existing correlation model to the tumor position at the time the current x-ray is taken. For a subset of the patient population, a good correlation model between skin and tumor motion may not be possible to establish. Several methods have been studied to use breathing training to improve treatment accuracy in the presence of irregular respiratory motion, [56] [57] [58] although none have yet been evaluated for the CyberKnife V R . If a user decides to use such a system to improve breathing regularity, a QA program shall be developed to test non-interference with the functionality of the CyberKnife V R . Synchrony motion tracking puts special stresses on robot joints, especially when treatments are interrupted due to patient interaction and the robot brakes have to engage often. At least one Synchrony treatment, either on a patient or a phantom, should be observed by the Qualified Medical Physicist on a monthly basis to check for any unusual robot noises or vibrations.
III.E General patient safety
Up to this point in the report, the focus has been mainly on the technical aspects of CyberKnife V R QA. However, it is also the responsibility of a Qualified Medical Physicist to work with the whole care team to design a safe treatment process. There are many components to a patient's path through a Radiation Oncology Department-from first consult to end of treatment-which varies considerably from patient to patient, as well as between Radiation Oncology practices. The following recommendations serve as guideline and example of how a safe process, and process control, could be established.
Due to the peculiar aspects of robotic radiosurgery compared to other radiation therapy methods, it is recommended that new personnel, and personnel that might be temporarily employed on a robotic radiosurgery program, receive specific training sessions before being given measurement, planning, treatment, or QA responsibility.
Time-out procedure: Time-out procedures have been firmly established in operating rooms ("surgical" time-out or "universal protocol"), and a modified procedure should be implemented for Stereotactic Radiosurgery procedures as well. A surgical time-out sheet should contain a checklist of items which have to be verified before the patient is being treated, e.g., informed consent, physician prescription, allergies, second physics chart check. For each fraction in each plan the patient is being treated with, there should be a signature line for the treating physician, radiation therapist, and physicist. After the patient is placed on the table, and before the first setup image is taken, these three members of the care team gather in front of the treatment console to confirm the correct patient is treated to the intended plan, and that the treatment plan displayed on the treatment console is identical to the physicians' intent as well as the paper or electronic medical record.
Safety culture: It should be understood that no treatment should proceed if any member of the care team has concerns about the safety of the procedure, or has a question regarding the treatment planning and delivery.
Treatment procedure monitoring: For a typical treatment procedure, the accuracy of image tracking and dose delivery is monitored on one screen, while the patient is monitored via closed circuit television on a second screen. We recommend that in addition to the treating therapist, a second medical professional (therapist, physicist, or physician) should be in the immediate vicinity at all times to assist when necessary. It is essential to avoid distractions such as phone calls or other interruptions of attention while a therapist is treating   FIG. 10 . Sample process safety sheet for functional treatments. a patient. If there is any concern about potential patient issues (such as nausea for mask-based treatments), the second medical professional should be present at the treatment console (Fig. 9) .
For a Synchrony treatment, a third screen with the respiratory motion tracking data has to be observed. In this case, two therapists shall be at the console to monitor the treatment at all times.
Special procedures Functional treatments: Functional treatments (e.g., trigeminal neuralgia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, 59, 60 etc.) deliver a very high dose in the region of $60 Gy-80 Gy in a single fraction to a very small target area which is, on imaging, typically indistinguishable from healthy anatomy. Often, the treatment is unilateral as well as very close to a critical structure like the brainstem, such as for trigeminal neuralgia. There are several ways to design additional process safeguards to decrease the added risk. In the example of a trigeminal neuralgia treatment, a patient could be asked to place a metal BB on the immobilization mask (below the treatment level to avoid imaging artifacts) to mark the correct laterality. In addition, a laterality and DQA check sheet ( Fig. 10) can be implemented either in paper or on the electronic medical record.
Pediatric patients: Often, pediatric patients are treated under conscious sedation or anesthesia. A third camera and monitor should be available to allow the anesthesiologist to monitor the status of the patient and the equipment without interfering with the monitoring of the treatment delivery. In addition, the pediatric anatomy requires special consideration and attention for the image-guided part of the treatment, which this report discussed in Sec. III A 1.
IV. SUMMARY AND QA CHECKLISTS IV.A. Summary
Like many of the technologies that are applied to the treatment and cure of malignant and benign diseases, radiation modalities, and the machines that produce and control them, require strict quality assurance to ensure their safe operation. It is only the careful and judicious application of these technologies and measurable safety margins that ensure the desired result. Quality control, the measurements and tools to assess a quality result, and quality assurance, the management plan intended to guarantee the desired quality, are the principles that help keep us from inadvertently introducing errors.
This report provides initial guidelines and suggested methods for ensuring the technical aspects of a quality treatment result using this robotic radiosurgery system. Ultimately it is the responsibility of the local Qualified Medical Physicist to apply these principles using his or her best professional judgment. Major life threatening medical accidents often occur not because an adequate quality assurance program did not exist, but because it was not performed. These omissions can occur because of, among other things, a lack of administrative discipline, or a loss of the culture of safety, or a series of very rare events or QC failures whose prediction and control were unlikely. Some of these circumstances are controllable and some are not. It is our task to identify the points of highest risk in our processes and put quality control measurements and quality assurance procedures in place to minimize adverse results.
Robotic radiosurgery systems are complex radiation delivery systems that require careful, thorough QA. This report aims to provide a Code of Practice for the CyberKnife V R robotic radiosurgery system after commissioning has been completed. Individual component QA, with the notable exception of imaging QA, is well advanced at this point. The QA of component integration is a developing field which is also unique to each delivery system, depending on the degree of automation, open or closed feedback loops, and the quality of safeguards implemented in the radiation delivery system. For example, the integration of image quality and its effect on the tracking algorithm is lacking a systematic approach at this time. The authors of this report hope to inspire more research and publications on all aspects of robotic radiosurgery QA, but have given the reader sufficient QA methods to safely treat patients.
Our recommendations will certainly have to be adapted over time. In this regard, we aimed to design a Code of Practice which will serve as a guideline and underlying QA philosophy for future developments. We strongly encourage all clinical medical physicists to closely follow the scientific literature on robotic radiosurgery QA as well as make use of continuing education opportunities during professional meetings as part of their lifelong learning process.
Finally, the QA checklists provided in the following sections constitute suggestions and are meant as starting points to help the clinical medical physicist develop a comprehensive QA program. Local legislation may require additional QA tests while some tests may not be necessary for sites which do not use certain treatment modalities. 
